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IN [19], D. Quillen computed the algebraic K-theory of finite fields F,, where the ith K-group 
Ki (F,) is defined to be 7~~ (BGL (F,)‘). We give another method of computing these groups which 
applies as well to compute the unitary K-theories r,(BO(F,)‘), r,(BSp(F,)‘), and 
r*(BU(F,)‘). As a corollary, we compute the Karoubi Witt and Co-Witt groups of F,. Our 
method has a clear advantage over Quillen’s original method in that we directly obtain these 
K-theories without first computing the cohomology of the associated iscrete groups. 
We proceed by verifying that the spaces BGL(F,)‘, BO(F,)‘, BSp(Fq)+, and BU(F,)’ are 
homotopy equivalent to the homotopy theoretic fixed point spaces of Adams operations on the 
classifying spaces of the classical groups. We employ methods of algebraic geometry to compare 
these operations to the frobenius on the ‘deloopings’ of the corresponding algebraic groups in 
characteristic p > 0 (as suggested in [ 181). The lifting to characteristic 0 of the algebraic groups 
replaces Quillen’s use of the Brauer induction theorem. The reader familiar with the Adams 
Conjecture should observe that the methods used here are similar to those of [lo] and [2Ol, 
whereas Quillen’s original computation of K,(F,) was inspired by [171. 
In $1, we state without proof the isomorphisms we utilize to compute the unitary K-groups. 
We then give explicit abulations of the unitary K-groups of finite fields (Theorem 1.7), and of the 
Karoubi Witt and Co-Witt groups (Corollary 1.8). 
In $2, we present he structure of the argument required to provide the missing proofs of 91. 
In so doing, we discuss the delooping of the etale homotopy type for an algebraic group (see 
Corollary 2.3). This approach to constructing classifying spaces for algebraic groups is also found 
in the work of R. Hoobler and D. Rector[l3]. We employ the ‘Lang map’ together with the 
machinery developed in 93 to relate the classifying space of a finite group fixed by an 
endomorphism of an algebraic group to a homotopy fixed point set. 
In 03, we provide the necessary definitions and technical properties used in the proofs of 02. 
We consider a rigidification of the usual etale homotopy type which was inspired by the work of 
S. Lubkin[lS]. Though developed by us many years ago, the definition of the etale homotopy 
theory of simplicial schemes considered here is our first application. Recently, a more elegant 
homotopy theory of simplicial schemes not requiring this rigidification has been developed by D. 
Cox [8]. 
In $4, we relate a new proof told to us by D. Quillen of the vanishing of Z/p cohomology of 
GL(F,), SO(F,), Sp(F,), and U(F,) for q a power of the prime p. 
D. Quillen’s fundamental idea of employing the Lang map from an algebraic group to itself 
together with the etale cohomology of the algebraic group to determine the cohomology of finite 
Chevalley groups is presented in [ 181. We understand that David Rector then foresaw the use of 
etale homotopy theory as a means of relating discrete, algebraic, and topological groups. This 
paper is a consequence of our attempt o exploit such relationships in understanding Quillen’s 
work. We gratefully acknowledge our large debt to Dan Quillen who frequently provided 
generous technical assistance and who encouraged us to expand our initial investigations tothe 
study of unitary K-theories. We also thank the referee whose suggested re-organization we have 
followed closely. 
tPartially supported by the N.S.F., by the U.S.-France Exchange of Scientists Program, and by I.H.E.S. 
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Il. TABULATION OF K-THEORIES 
In this section, we provide the reader with an explicit tabulation of the various unitary 
(general linear, orthogonal, symplectic, and unitary) K-groups of finite fields. This is done by 
utilizing the work of later sections to identify the spaces BGL(F,)‘, BO(F,)‘, BSp(Fq)+, and 
BU(F,)’ with homotopy fixed point sets of Adams operations. Throughout this section, p will 
denote a fixed prime, 4 will denote a power of p, F, will denote the field of 4 elements, and F will 
denote the algebraic closure of F,. 
We first define the discrete groups which we shall consider. 
Definition 1.1. For a given finite field F,, GL, (F,) is the group of at x n invertible matrices 
with coefficients in F,. Using the standard basis on Fq@“, we identify GL.(F,) with Aut(F,@“). 
The subgroup OZn (F,) of GL?;, (F,) consists of those matrices which preserve the quadratic form 
x,x,+, +. . . + XnX2,, on FqBZn. The subgroup Sp2”(F,) of GL2,(F,) consists of those matrices 
(aij) preserving the skew-symmetric bilinear form J = 
( > 
_“I k (i.e., (q). J. (aij)’ = J). The 
subgroup U,(F,) of GL,(F) consists of those matrices (a,;) satisfying (aij)(az)’ = I,. 
The groups GL(F,), O(F,), Sp(F,), and U(F,) are defined to be lip GL,(F,), lip O,,(F,), 
li,m Sp*,,(F,) and li,m U,(F,) respectively. 
For 4 odd, O,,(F,) consists of those matrices preserving the symmetric bilinear form 
( > 
I” k . We denote by SO*, (F,) the subgroup of OZ,, (F,) consisting of matrices of determinant 
1 ;so that SO,,(F,) = O,,(F,) for 4 even). 
We next recall Quillen’s plus construction (consult [24] for more details). If X is a connected 
C.W. complex and if H C rl(X) is a perfect normal subgroup, then 
iH: X+X+ 
is the unique (up to homotopy equivalence) map such that ik: r,(X) + ITS is the projection 
n,(X)+ ~T,(X)/H and iH*: H,(X, A)+ H,(X’, A) is an isomorphism for any local system A on 
X’. If the commutator subgroup H = [G, G] of G = P,(X) is perfect, then we shall omit explicit 
reference to H when considering iH for H = [G, G] (for example, X -+Xf shall denote 
iH: X+X+). 
The commutator subgroups of each of the groups GL(F,), O(F,), Sp(F,), and U(F,) is 
perfect (cf. IS]). Our goal is to compute the homotopy groups of BG’, where BG = K(G, 1) is the 
classifying space of the discrete group G = GL(F,), O(F,), Sp(F,), or U(F,). 
Definition 1.2. Let 4 be a prime power. Then FPGq denotes the homotopy theoretic fibre of 
the map 
d(1, Yr,‘): BG += BG 
in each of the following four cases, given with discrete group G(F,): 
(i) G(F,) equals GL(F,) and d(l,V): BU+ BU represents 1 -V” on complex K-theory 
(where 1Ir” is the q-th Adams operation). 
(ii) G(F,) equals SO(F,) and d(l, V&,): BSO + BSO represents 1 --Y&o on oriented real 
K-theory. 
(iii) G(F,) equals Sp(F,) and d(1, %& BSp + BSp represents 1 -Y& on symplectic 
K-theory with q odd. 
(iv) G(F,) equals U(F,) and d(l, lu,“): BU-+ BU represents 1 - V” on complex K-theory. 
In part (iii) above, Yr& is defined using the fact that the odd tensor power of a symplectic 
complex bundle is symplectic. Namely, q’s, applied to a complex symplectic bundle E is the 
virtual bundle [E”“10 - [E@‘],, where [E@‘“]j is the eigenspace of E@’ for the eigenvalue 
exp (2nij/q) of a cyclic permutation Eo4 + Eo4 [3]. 
The following theorem is our basic result concerning the discrete groups GL(F,), SO(F,), 
Sp(F,), and U(F,); 92 and 3 will be dedicated to its proof. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let q be a prime power and let G(F,) and FVGrc4 be given as in one of the four 
cases of Definition 1.2. Then there exists a map 
,y4 : BG(F,) + F’P\Irc’ 
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inducing isomorphisms 
x$: H*(FYG’, A) 7 H*(BG(F,), A) 
for all finite abelian groups A of order prime to q. 
Although we make no claim to uniqueness or naturality of x4, our proof will permit sufficient 
naturality for our needs in comparing the various K-theories. 
Supplementing Theorem 1.3 is the following theorem of D. Quillen asserting the vanishing of 
Z/p cohomology. We postpone the proof of this theorem until 04. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let p be a prime and q be a power of p. Then for any i >O, 
H’(GL(F,), Z/p) = 0 = H’(SO(F,), Z/p) 
H'(Sp(~,),Zlp)=O=H'(U(F,),Zlp). 
Combining Theorem 1.3 and 1.4, we obtain the following corollary enabling us to compute the 
hermitian K-groups of finite fields. 
COROLLARY 1.5. For any prime power q, the map x4: BG(F,)+ FYGq of Theorem 1.3 induces 
a homotopy equivalence 
x4+: BG(F,)+ + FYlrc’. 
Proof. The existence of x4+ follows from the fact that nI(FVO”) is abelian; in fact, since 
FVG4 is the fibre of a map whose domain is simply connected, it is simple. Since BG(F,)’ is an 
H-space (cf. [24]), it is also simple. 
By Bott periodicity, Fqc” has finite homotopy groups of order prime to q (see the proof of 
Theorem 1.7). Serre class theory thus implies that 
Hi(Fq\Irc”, Q) = 0 = H’(FVVrG’, Z/p) 
for i >O and q a power of the prime p. Since G(F,) is a union of finite groups, 
H’(BG(F,), Q) = 0 for i > 0. By Theorem 1.4, H’(BG(F,), Z/p) = 0 for i > 0. Consequently, 
Theorem 1.3 implies that x4 : BG(F,)+ FYIrc4 induces isomorphisms inintegral homology. Since 
BG(F,)’ and FqG4 are simple, the Whitehead Theorem implies that x4+: BG(F,)‘+Fpaq is a 
homotopy equivalence. 
We next extend Corollary 1.5 to BO(F,)‘. We denote by (Fqoq),, the connected component 
of the homotopy theoretic fibre of 1 - V\Ir” : BO + BO. 
COROLLARY 1.6. For any prime power q, BO(F,)’ is homotopy equivalent to (FY04)o. If q is 
even, then SO(F,) = O(F,) and FE,= (F’I’Voq)o. If q is odd, BO(F,)’ is homotopy equivalent to 
BSO(F,)’ x BZ/2 and (FVOq)o is homotopy equivalent to FY&x BZ/2. 
Proof. If q is odd, O,(F,) = Z/2. Since BO(F,)’ is an H-space, the natural maps 
BSO(F,)‘+ BO(F,)’ and BO,(F,)+ BO(F,)’ induce 
/_L : BSO(F,)+ x BZ/2 + BO(F,)+. 
Since O,(F,) = Z/2 C O(F,) is a splitting of the short exact sequence l+ SO(F,)+ O(F,)-+ 
z/2+1, p *: rI(BSO(F,)+ x BZ/2)-+ ~T,(BO(F,)+) is an isomorphism. Since the following 
square is (homotopy) commutative 
BSO(F,)+ -% BSO(F,)+ 
1 (id,pt) 4 
BSO(F,)+ x BZ/2 -% BO(F,)’ 
p must induce an isomorphism on higher homotopy groups as well. Thus, p is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Similarly, p : BSO x BO1 + BO induced by the H-space structure on BO is an equivalence. 
Moreover, Ilr” :BO, +BO, induced by sending a line bundle to its q-th tensor power is 
homotopic to the identity for q odd. Consequently, (FYIr,“), = Fq& x BO, for q odd. Thus, the 
corollary now follows immediately for q odd from Corollary 1.5. 
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For q even, \Ir’: BO, + BO, induced by sending a line bundle to its q-th tensor power is 
homotopically trivial. Consequently, (Fq0q)o = BY& for q even. Since SO(F,) = O(F,) for q 
even, the corollary for q even is also an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.5. 
We remind the reader that O(F,)S Sp(F,) if q is even (cf. [ll]). 
THEOREM 1.7. The unitary K-groups are given in the following table (except for 
ri(BO(Fq)‘) = ri(BSp(Fq)+ for q even, whose values are given following the table). 
9 odd q odd 
i modulo 8 nWL(F,)‘) nW(F,)+) ~1 (WJ (F, )+) nGU(F,)‘) 
i-0 0 212 0 0 
i-1 z/(q(i+lli2_ 1) z/2oz/2 0 Z/(q’f+l)‘zt 1) 
i-2 0 Zl2 0 0 
i-3 z/(qu+w- 1) Z/(qu+w2- 1) z/(q(i+‘vf- ,) Z/b “+“12 - 1) 
i-4 0 0 2122 0 
iE_5 z/(q(i+u/2 _ 1) 0 Z/2@2/2 Z/(q (‘+‘)‘2t 1) 
iE6 0 0 212 0 
iE7 z/(q”+‘“2- 1) Z&p”“2 - ,) z/(q”+0~2- ,) Z/(9 
c1+1j/*_ 1) 
For a q power of 2, the groups ri(BO(F,)‘) = ni(BSp(F,)‘) for i 2 1 are given by 0, 0, 0, 
Zl(q (i+l)/z_ I), 0, 0, 0, Z/(q(i+l)/2- 1) for i ‘0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (mod 8) respectively. 
Proof. We implicitly use Bott periodicity for the homotopy groups of BU, BO, and BSp. 
Case 1. BGL(F,)‘. The evaluation of ri(BGL(F,)‘) follows immediately from the homotopy 
sequence for FV + BU 5 BU, Corollary 1.5, and the fact that (1 -T’)*: nTi(BU)+ 
azi(BU) is multiplication by 1 - qi. 
Case 2. BU(F,)‘. Exactly as in case 1 for W-” rather than W”, using the fact (l- 
V)*: nzi(BU)+ 7rzi(BU) is multiplication by 1- (-q)i. 
Case 3. BO(F,)’ and q odd. A consequence of Proposition 2.11 below is the fact that 
V: BO --) BO is a homotopy equivalence on the 2-completion of BO. Thus, (1 -V)*: ni(BO) + 
ri(BO) is the O-map for i = 1,2 (mod 8). Since the canonical map BO -+ BU commutes with V’ 
and since BU -+ BO composed with the ‘forgetful’ map BO -+ BU induces multiplication by 2 on 
n,(BO), (1 -V)*: ri(BO)+ ri(BO) is multiplication by 1 - q”* for i = 0,4 (mod 8). 
The evaluation of ri(BO(Fq)+) for i+ 1 (mod 8) now follows directly from the homotopy 
sequence for FqO’ + BO 3 BO and Corollary 5.2; moreover, n,(BO(F,)‘) is a grow of 
order 4 for i = 1 (mod 8). For k 2 0, QskV : (R8kBO)0+ (flEkBO),, is the identity on the factor of 
BZ/2 in (R8”BO)0 = BO, where (’ )0 denotes connected component of the identity. Hence, 
(ffkF~oq)O splits into a product of BZ/2 and another space SO that r;(F’J’~ro”) = ri(BO(F,)‘) = 
z/202/2 for i = 1 (mod 8). 
Case 4. BSp(F,)’ and q odd. As in case 3, using BSp = (@BO)o. 
Case 5. BO(F,)’ = BSp(F,)+ with q even. By Serre class theory and Theorem 1.4, ?ri(BO(F,)‘) 
has order prime to 2 for i L 1. Hence, the homotopy sequence for FVr,’ -+BOzBOand 
Corollary 1.5 imply that ri(BO(F,)‘) = 0 for i = 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6 (mod 8) and i 2 1. As in case 3, 
(1 -‘Y)*: 1ri(B0) + ri(BO) is multiplication by 1 -q”* for i ~0, 4 (mod 8) so that 
a,(BO(F,)‘) = Z/(q”+“‘*- 1) for i ~3, 7 (mod 8). 
For a given field k, let 
H: GL,(k)-, O,,(k) n Spzn(k) 
be the hyperbolic map defined by 
Following Karoubi[l4], we define the i-th orthogonal (respectively, symplectic) group of k, 
X0(k) (resp., Wisp(k)) to be the cokernel of H,: ri(BGL(k)‘)+ri(BO(k)‘) (resp., 
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H,: ri(BGL(k)+)+ ni(BSp(k)‘)). We define the i-th orthogonal (resp., symplectic) Co-Witt 
group of k, WlO(k) (resp., Wisp(k)) to be the kernel of i,: ri(BO(k)+)+ri(BGL(k)+) (resp., 
ri(BSp(k)+)+ ni(BGL(k)+)) induced by the inclusion i: O(k)+ GL(k) (resp., 
i: Sp(k)+ GL(k)) defined by mapping 02,(k) (resp., SP2,, (k)) isomorphically onto that 
(conjugate) subgroup of GLz,(k) of matrices preserving the quadratic form i X2i_lX2i (resp., 
i=l 
the symplectic form $, (X2,-, Yzi - X,iY,,+l)). 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let F, be a finite field. If q is even, then WiO(Fq) = 0= W@(F,) and 
W:O(F,)=O= W:Sp(F,) for all i 2 1. For any prime power q, W,O(F,), W,(Sp(F,)> 
WLO(F,), and W&Sp(F,) are periodic of order 8 (for * 2 1). For q odd and i z 1, the values of 
these groups are given in the following table: 
i module 8 
q odd 
W,O(Fq) 
z/2 
z/2 
0 
0 
0 
z"r2 
z/2 
q odd q odd q odd 
WSp(F,) WW,) W:Q(F,) 
0 z/2 0 
0 z/2 0 
z/2 z/2 0 
z/2 z/2 0 
z/2 0 z/2 
z/2 0 z/2 
0 0 z/2 
0 0 z/2 
proof. Let H: BU + BG be the map on the classifying spaces of the topological groups 
induced by H: GL,(C) + GZn (C) for G = 0 or Sp. Then H: BU -+ BO is induced by the maps 
U, + 02,, corresponding to forgetting the complex structure on a complex bundle; and 
H: BU + BSp is induced by the maps U, + Sp, corresponding to tensoring a complex bundle 
with the quaternions. Moreover, H 0 i: BG -+ BG corresponds to multiplying a given G-bundle 
by 2. Thus, (H 0 i),: r,(BG)+ r,(BG) is also multiplication by 2. 
Since i,: BO +BU is a ring homomorphism and since n,(BO) has period 8 and not 4, 
i,: T~~+~(BO) + T,,+~(BU) is multiplication by 2; and i *: rsn(BO)-+ n-,,(BU) is an isomorphism; 
thus H,: T,,+~(BU) + rs,+.,(BO) is an isomorphism; and H, : rg,, (BU) + 7~~~ (BO) is multiplica- 
tion by 2. Similarly, H,: n,(BU)-+ r,(BSp) is a ring homomorphism so that i,: a,,+XBSp)+ 
7~~” +ABU) and H, : rsn (B U) + rsn(BSp) are isomorphisms. To complete our determination of 
H, and i,, we verify that H,: a,,+z(BU)*~gn+z(BO) and H,: ~T~~+~(BU)+T~,,+~(BSP) are 
surjective. By Bott periodicity, n“(O/U)sSp/U and P(SplU)7 O/U[7]. Thus, it suffices to 
prove that H,: rz(BU)k --f ~TJBO) is surjective so that 7rsk+,(O/U) = 0 = T,,+~(S~/U). This 
surjectivity is implied by the surjectivity of H,: al( U,) + T,(O~), which is clear since U, 7 Oz. 
Let q: FV’ + FTC4 and cp: FZIrc” + FV be any maps fitting into a map of fibre triples as 
follows: 
(1.8.1) 
The homotopy commutativity of the bottom left hand square is verified by checking that V 
commutes with the hyperbolic operation sending a bundle to the sum of itself and its dual. 
Following the proof of Theorem 1.3 given in section 2, we shall prove that maps ,IJ~ can be chosen 
as in Theorem 1.3 to fit in a homotopy commutative diagram 
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BGL (F,) “, BG(F,) --& BGL (F,) 
I % I xq I x‘l (1.8.2) 
F’P” “, F?PG” ‘f, F’P 
To prove the corollary, it thus suffices to determine the cokernel of 7~*: ,rr,(FV) + 
n*(F’Po4) and the kernel of cp*: n*(FTG4)+ a,(FV). This is straightforward, using the maps 
of long exact sequences induced by (1.8.1) plus our determination of H, and i,. The only group 
which is not immediate is the kernel of cp*: 7rsn+l(FTo4)-+ TS~+I(FV) for q odd. For this, we 
use the fact that r*,,+J U/O) + P*,+,(fib (I- !I”“: U/O + U/O)) + ker cp* is surjective to conclude 
that ‘p* has kernel Z/2, not Z2 @ Z2. 
$2. COHOMOLOGICAL LANG FIBRE SQUARE 
In this section, we provide the basic outline of our proof of Theorem 1.3; we complete the 
proof in 93 after a discussion of the formalism required. The method of proof involves the ‘Lang 
map’ (see Proposition 2.5) as did Quillen’s first method of computing ?ri(BGL (F,)‘). However, 
we provide a homotopy theoretical interpretation of this Lang map as fitting in a cohomological 
fibre square (Theorem 2.9), whereas Quillen employed a strictly cohomological 
interpretation[l8]. This different point of view enables us to avoid a direct computation of 
cohomology groups as well as to generalize Quillen’s results to the orthogonal, symplectic, and 
unitary groups. 
Before proceeding, we establish some conventions for profinite completions. If X denotes a 
C. W. complex or simplicial set (or, more generally, apro C. W. complex or pro simplicial set) and 
if L denotes agiven set of primes (e.g., all primes except a given prime p), then (X)^ denotes the 
Artin-Mazur completion of X Namely, (X)^ is the pro-object of targets in the homotopy 
category of all maps X + Y such that the homotopy groups of Y are finite, L-torsion. We denote 
by l&n (X)* the ‘Sullivan completion’ of (X)^ obtained by taking the inverse limit in the homotopy 
category of (X)*[23]. We employ the Sullivan completion rather than the Artin-Mazur 
completion whenever possible (i.e., whenever the Sullivan completion is known to have the same 
cohomology as the Artin-Mazur completion for finite coefficient groups). We shall also employ 
the natural extension of these completion functors to simplicial C. W. complexes and bi-simplicial 
sets (defined in terms of composition with the total realization functor). 
We require a definition of the classifying space of an algebraic group. Our approach is to use 
the bar construction as given in Definition 2.1 below. The definition is provided for group 
schemes rather than the special case of algebraic groups because we must consider liftings of 
algebraic groups to group schemes over the Witt vectors of the base field. 
Definition 2.1. Let G be a group scheme defined over a ground scheme S and let Gx* denote 
the fibre product of G with itself over S k-times. We define the simplicial schemes 
W(G)=.... G+?Gx2zG 
W{G}=... . G xzFG-f32S 
as follows. Face and degeneracy maps of W(G) are given by deletion of a factor via projection, 
insertion of a factor via a diagonal. q’(G) is obtained from W(G) by ‘dividing out by the diagonal 
action of G’: face maps are defined by deletion of a factor via a multiplication p : G x* + G or via 
a projection; degeneracy maps are defined by insertion of a factor via an identity e: S = Gxo+ G. 
Moreover, we define 
p: W(G)+ W(G) 
by defining pri 0 p,, = p(prj, i 0 pq+,): W(G), + G X G + G where i: G + G is the inverse of G. 
If we view W{G}, as W{G},/A(G), then p: W(G)+ p{G} is the quotient map and the 
simplicial structure on p’(G) is that induced by the simplicial structure on W(G). 
In order to utilize this definition, we must employ a suitable definition of the etale homotopy 
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theory of simplicial schemes. We provide such a definition in §3,of a functor 
(.)r,l: (locally no etherian simplicial schemes + pro-bi-s. sets). 
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Thus, (W(G)),,, is an inverse system of bi-simplicial sets whose (total) geometric realization 
)( W(G)),,,\, is an inverse system of C. W. complexes (i.e., a pro-C. W. complex). 
The following theorem provides the crucial step in our proof of the ‘Lang fibre square’ 
(Theorem 2.9). We remind the reader that an algebraic group over a field k is a reduced, 
irreducible group scheme over k. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let H C K be closed algebraic subgroups of a connected algebraic group G 
defined over an algebraically closed field k. Let 5: W{G}/H + W{G}/K denote the projection. 
There exists a natural map 
i : I(K /H)retl *fib(&) 
which induces isomorphisms 
i*: H*(fib(&), A)7 H*((K/H),.,, A) 
for all finite abelian groups A of order relatively prime to the residue characteristic of k. 
In the above theorem, the notation fib(lret) represents the pro-C.W. complex obtained by 
taking the inverse system of homotopy fibres of the geometric realizations of the maps 
constituting (l)ret. 
We postpone until 33 the proof of Theorem 2.2 as well as the proof of the following corollary 
identifying the prime-to-p completion (GJ of (G),,, as the loop space of (%‘{G},,)^. Corollary 
2.3 is not an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 because (G),,, is not a simple pro-C. W. 
complex (in fact, we shall soon exploit he existence of non-abelian covering spaces of(G),,,). 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let G be a connected algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic p. Let ( )^ denote prime-to-p completion. Then there are natural weak homotopy 
equivalences 
Another important property of our construction is given in the following proposition whose 
proof is also deferred until 03. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be an algebraic group over an algebraically closed field k and let 
H C G be a closed algebraic subgroup which is finite over k. Then (W{G}/H),,, is homotopy 
equivalent to BH, the classifying space of the finite discrete group of k-rational points of H. 
Proposition 2.4 provides us with a natural map 
BH + (I,?‘(G)),,, 
whenever H is a finite, closed algebraic subgroup of G. We shall be interested in those finite, 
closed algebraic subgroups H C G which occur as invariant subgroups of endomorphisms of G. 
The following proposition, in its original form, was proved by S. Lang (cf. [22]). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a connected algebraic group over an algebraically closedfield and let 
cp: G + G be a surjective endomorphism with finite invariant group G’ = H. Then the ‘Lang map’ 
l/cp: G+G 
defined by sending g E G to gcp(g)-’ is surjective. Thus, l/p : G + G is a principal galois covering 
with group H acting on the right. 
We remind the reader that each of the Chevalley groups of Definition 1.1 is obtained as 
invariant subgroups of automorphisms of appropriate algebraic groups. 
Example 2.6. Let F, be a finite field with algebraic losure k. Then GL,(F,) (respectively, 
O,,(F,); resp., Spzn(Fq)) is the finite subgroup of the algebraic group GL,,r (resp., 02n,k; resp., 
SP~“,~) invariant under the frobenius automorphism (p4: GLn,k + GLII,k (resp., rp4: 02n,k + 02n,k ; 
(P4 : SP2n.k -+ SP~“,~) sending (a,) to (a:). Moreover, U,(F,) is the finite subgroup of GL,,,, 
invariant under the automorphism T 0 (p4 : GL,,k + GL,,,, sending (aij) to ((a ;)‘)-I. 
We next translate Proposition 2.5 into our homotopy theoretic setting. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let G be a connected algebraic group over an algebraically closedfield and let 
cp: G --, G be a surjective endomorph&m with finite invariant group G’ = H. 
Consider the following commutative diagram of simplicial schemes 
W{G)IH 2 W{G x GI/A(G) 
(2.7.1) 
w’(G) = m{G x G} 
where A: G -+ G x G is the diagonal and where the vertical maps are the natural projections. Then 
the map on homotopy theoretic fibres induced by (2.7.1) 
fib(lret) + fit+%) 
together with the map I(G x G/A(G)),,,[-+fib(&) of Theorem 2.2 induce isomorphisms 
H*((G),,,, A 1 c H*Vib(l:,t). A 17 H*UWL), A 1 
for all finite abelian groups A whose order is prime to p = char(G). 
Proof. By naturality of the map of Theorem 2.2, the map fib(&)+fib([Q fits in a 
commutative square 
I(GIHLtl A IttG x G)/AtG)Ltt 
fib(&) - fib(&) 
By Corollary 2.5, the vertical arrows induce isomorphisms in cohomology with coefficient group 
A. Moreover, (1,cp): G/H + (G x G)/A(G) is an isomorphism of varieties, for this map fits in the 
following square of isomorphisms 
G/H (I,p) G x G/A(G) 
I 1 
Pr,lPr* 
G = G 
where the left vertical arrow is the isomorphism induced by the Lang map. 
A slight variant of the following proposition has been announced by R. Hoobler[l2]; 
Proposition 2.8 also appears in a sequel to an earlier version of the present paper [ 111. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let G(C) be a connected, complex reductive Lie group given as the complex 
points of the complex reductive algebraic group G,. Let G, be the reductive ‘Chevalley group 
scheme’ defined over Z with G, $ C = Gc. Let p be a prime, let k denote the algebraic closure of 
the prime field F,,, and let R + C be a chosen embedding of the Witt vectors of k into C. Then there 
exist natural weak homotopy equivalences 
(~{Gk}ret)^~(W{GR)ret)^t(~{Gc},,t)^t(BG(C))* 
where ( )^ denotes pro-finite completion away from p. 
Consequently, the embedding R + C determines a homotopy equivalence 
0: l@ (w{G~},,,)^4@ (BG(C))^ 
(2.8.1) 
Proof. The structure map r: G, -+ Spec R may be factored as 
GR~GGRIUR~GRIBR~SpecR 
where BR is a maximal solvable sub-group scheme of G, and where & is the maximal unipotent 
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algebraic sub-group scheme of RR. Let F (respectively, H) be a locally constant sheaf of finite, 
prime-to-p abelian groups (resp., finite, prime-to-p groups) on G, which becomes constant when 
restricted to some prime-to-p galois covering of G,. Since (Y is a geometric fibration (cf. [91) with 
prime-to-p acyclic fibres (resp., prime-to-p 1-aspherical fibres), 
R”a,F=Oforq >O (resp., R’cx*H = 0) 
and a,F (resp., a,H) becomes constant on some finite, prime-to-p galois covering of GR/UR. 
We readily check that p : G, / U, + G, /BR is a geometric fibration, so that R * (p 0 a),F is locally 
constant and (R”(P 0 a),F), S H’((p 0 a)-‘(y), F) for all q 2 0 and all geometric points y of 
G,/BR (resp., for R4(p 0 a),H with q = 0,l). 
Using the Leray spectral sequence for the composite P* = y* 0 (/3 0 a)* and the fact that 
y : G, /I?, --f Spec R is proper and smooth, we conclude that R ‘T,F is locally constant and 
(R%*F), S Hq(p-‘(z), F) for all q 2 0 and all geometric points z of Spec R. In other words, the 
maps Gk 2 GR A Gc induce isomorphisms in cohomology 
H*((Gk)ret, i*F)c H*((G,),,,, F)q H*((Gc),,,, j*F) 
Moreover, R”a,H is locally constant and (R’n,H), S H”(Y’(z), H) for q = 0,l and all 
geometric points z of Spec R, as can be verified by using the exact sequence R ’ y *((p 0 a ), H) --) 
R’r,H + R’y,(R’@ 0 a),H). Thus, the maps Gk A GR A Gc induce isomorphisms in 
completed fundamental groups 
We conclude that the natural maps 
((G~,)ret)^+ ((Gr)ret)^+((Gc)rJ (2.8.2) 
are weak homotopy equivalences by the Whitehead theorem (with twisted coefficients). 
Viewing w{.},,, as a simplicial object of pro-simplicial sets, we give C*(w{*},,,,Z/n) the 
structure of a bi-complex. Using the weak homotopy equivalences (2.8.2) above plus Lemma 3.4 
of section 3, we conclude that the maps 
w{G&,-+ @I( G&t+- @{G&t (2.8.3) 
induce isomorphisms inZ/n cohomology for n prime to p, by comparing the appropriate spectral 
sequences. Since each of these pro-bisimplicial sets has trivial prime-to-p fundamental group 
(see Corollary 2.3), the maps of (2.8.3) become weak homotopy equivalences after pro-finite 
completion prime-to-p. 
We define G(C)-+(Gc),,, and BG(C)+ @{Gc},,, by representing G(C) and BG(C) via the 
same construction in terms of local homeomorphisms a the construction of ( )r.t in 43 done in 
terms of etale opens (this is the ‘classical’ comparison map; see, for example, [2]). As argued for 
the maps in (2X3), we conclude that the prime-to-p completion of BG(C) --) (w{Gc}),,, is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. 
Since li,m (.) applied to a weak homotopy equivalence of pro-finite pro-spaces i  a homotopy 
equivalence, the homotopy equivalence 0: lim ( w{Gk},,,)^ + lim (BG(C))^ is immediately 
obtained from the weak homotopy equivalences-of (2.8.1). c 
Using Proposition 2.8, we provide a more palatable version of Proposition 2.7 stated in terms 
of spaces rather than pro-spaces. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let G, be a reductive Chevalley group scheme and let cp : G, + Gk be a surjective 
endomorphism with finite invariant group G,’ = H, where k = F,. Let ( )^ denote prime-to-p 
completion. Then (2.7.1) together with a chosen embedding of the Witt vectors of k into C 
determine a homotopy commutative square 
BH - li,m @G(C)) 
1 
u 
I 
A (2.9.1) 
li_m(BG(C))“-lim(BG(C) xBG(C)) 
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with fib(A) homotopy equivalent to lim(G(C))“. Moreover, 
fib(cr)+fib(A) determined by (2.9.1) determines isomorphisms 
H*(fib(A), A) SH*(fib(a), A) 
for all finite abelian groups A whose order is prime to p. 
any map on homotopy fibres 
Proof. The maps of (2.9.1) are obtained from those of (2.7.1),,, by using Proposition 2.4 
together with the homotopy equivalence 0: lim (~{Gk}J+li_m @G(C))* of Proposition 2.8. 
The proof of Proposition 2.8 also applies to conclude that l&r ((W{G, X Gk}/A(Gk))J+ 
li,m @G(C))* is a homotopy equivalence; under this identification, the arrow (5& of (2.7.1),,, 
becomes the diagonal map A: lim (BG(C))^+@ @G(C) x BG(C))^. Since li,m ( )^ preserves 
fibrations with simply connected base, fib(A) is homotopy equivalent to 14 (G(C))^. 
Since the natural map (BG(C)Y + (@I (BG(C))^)^ is a homotopy equivalence, there are 
natural maps of squares 
(2.7.1),,+(2.9.1)^+(2.9.1) 
each of whose component arrows induces isomorphisms in H*( , A). The maps on homotopy 
fibres induced by these maps of squares 
fib(&J + fib(cu^) + fib(cu 1 
I I I 
fib(&) + fib(A^) + fib(A) 
can be chosen to fit in a homotopy commutative diagram. The horizontal arrows of this diagram 
induce isomorphisms in H*( ,A), as can be seen by comparing cohomological Serre spectral 
sequences of the maps involved. Proposition 2.7 thus implies that the vertical arrows induce 
isomorphisms in H*( , A) as required. 
In order to relate the Lang map l/p: G + G to a map of associated Lie groups in the 
orthogonal case, we prove the following lemma. The proof is an easy corollary of the work of 
Atiyah and Segal on Real (i.e., complex with an involution) equivariant K-theory[5]. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then the natural map 
KO(BG) = [BG, BO] -+ [BG, BU] = K(BG) 
is injective. If G is also connected, then [BG, BU] = [BT, BUIW where T is a maximal torus of G 
and W is the Weyl group of G; thus, [BG, BO] is torsion free. 
Proof. The proof of the assertion that [BG, BU] = [BT, BUIW can be found in 141. Let R(G) 
be the complex representation ring of G and let RO(G) be the real representation ring (each of 
which is noetherian). We recall that 
[BG, BO] = RO(G)* and [BG, BU] = R(G) 
where ( )^ is completion with respect o the augmentation ideals IOG and 10 respectively[5]. In
particular, [BT, BU] is the (torsion free) ring of complex power series on r indeterminants, where 
r = rank(G) = dim(T). 
R(G) is a finite RO(G)-module, with lo and IO0 defining the same topology on R(G) (this is 
proved by embedding G in a unitary group U with its natural Real structure, and using the fact 
that R(U) equals the Real representation ring of U [S]). By the Artin-Rees lemma, the topology 
on RO(G) is induced by the topology on R(G). In other words, 
RO(G)^ = li,m RO(G)L” (-I RO(G) 
which clearly embeds in R (G)^ = lim R (G)/E”. 
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Lemma 2.10 enables us to provide a careful proof of the following proposition, implicitly used 
by Sullivan [23]. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let Gm,k denote the algebraic group GL,,k (respectively, S02,,,, ; resp., 
SP*,.~) over k = F,, the algebraic closure of the prime field F,. Let 
(P’ : Gnt,,, + Gm,k 
denote the frobenius map (sending a matrix (aij) to the matrix (a:)) and let 
‘I”: BG+BG 
represent the p-th Adams operation on complex (resp., real, resp., forp # 2 symplectic) K-theory. 
Then the following square is homotopy commutative 
I@ ( @TIGm.k IJ a $I( W{G,,,},,,)’ 
1 
B 
l&n (BG) * \y” li,m (BG)^ 
(2.11.1) 
where ( )^ denotes prime-to-p completion and where 0 is the composition of the homotopy 
equivalence of Proposition 2.8 and the completion of the natural map BG,(C)+ BG. 
proof. If G = GL, Sp, or SO with p = 2 for SO, then using obstruction theory we conclude 
that it suffices to verify that (2.11.1) induces a commutative square in z^ cohomology. The 
inclusion of a maximal torus, GL;, + G,,t induces injections in Z/r cohomology for (r, p) = 1 
by Proposition 2.8: 
H*( ~{Gm,k}ret, Z/r) + H*( @{GL LL, Z/r). 
Thus, for G = GL, Sp, or SO with p = 2 for SO, we need only check the commutativity of 
(2.11.1) for GL,. This commutativity follows from the homotopy commutativity of the following 
diagram: 
W{GL,,k},,t+ W{GLI,&t+ W’(GLI.~&~ BGL,(C)+BU 
1 
.* 
I 
PP 
I 
‘PO 
I I 
en \yP (2.11.2) 
W{GL,.,z},,,+ W{GL,,R],,,+ W{GLI,~],,,+ BGL,(C)+ BU 
where (pp : GL,,, + GL,,a is the p -th power map and where R denotes the Witt vectors of k, 
since the horizontal arrows of the above diagram induce the map 0 of Proposition 2.8. 
We now assume that p # 2. By mapping the square (2.11.1) for SOZ, to the homotopy 
commutative square (2.11.1) for GL,,, we conclude that the maps 
i ~(O~~Op), i o(V 00): li_m(~{SOln,k}ret~~li_m(BSO)~~li_m(BU)~ 
are homotopic. Since H 0 i = 2x: li,m (BSO)* -+@I (BSO)^, we conclude that 2(@ 0 cpp) = 
2(V 0 0). 
We employ the following equalities 
[BSOz,, li,m (BOY] = [BSOz,, (BO)^l = [(BSOz,)^, (BO)^l 
= [“$I (BSOz,)^, (BO)^] = [“@I (BSOz,)*, li,m (BO)^] 
in order that we may view 0 0 cp’, V’ 0 0 in [HO,,, lim (BOY]. Since {[ZF,@(BO)^l} is 
Mittag-Leffler (in fact, isomorphic to an inverse system of finite groups), where F runs through 
the finite skeketons of BSOz, and XF is the suspension of F, 
[BSOz,, l&n (BO)^l = li,m [F’, I&n (BOY]. 
F 
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Moreover, since [Sk, li,m (BO)^l = l@r ([Sk, BO]^), 
[F, ‘@I (BO)^l = 1irJl ([F, BO]) 
for each finite skeleton F of BSOz,. Since each group [F, BO] is finitely generated and since 
lim [F, BO] = [BSO*,, BO] is torsion-free by Lemma 2.10, we conclude that 
[BSO,“, l&l (BOY] = lip (“@I ([F, BOl)^) 
is torsion free. Therefore, 0 0 (pp = W 0 0 as required. 
The next theorem provides a general unstable version of Theorem 1.3. Using Proposition 2.11, 
we shall apply the theorem with cp equal to frobenius or frobenius composed with 
‘conjugate-transpose’, with Q equal to W”, and with j : G(C) + G’ the embedding of Gin(C) into 
WC). Because the map ,IJ: BH+lim(FQy obtained is not unique, Theorem 1.3 is not an 
immediate consequence of this Theorem 2.12. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let G, be a connected reductive Chevelly group scheme, let k = FP, let 
Q: Gk + Gk be a surjective endomorphism with finite invariant subgroup H = G’. Let 
j: G(C) + G’ be a homomorphism of connected topological groups, let A be some finite abelian 
group of order prime to p, and let N be a given positive integer. Assume the following hypotheses 
are satisfied: 
(i) H’(BG’, A)? H’(BG(C), A) for i I N 
(ii) H’(l@ (BG’)^, A)sH’(BG’, A) for i zs N 
(iii) for some a: BG’ -+ BG’, there exists a homotopy commutative square 
@I ( w{Gk},,)^ 4 @ (RG,},,,) 
B; “0 I I -0 
lim (BG’)^ A l&n (BG')* 
(2.12.1) 
Then (2.12.1) induces a (not necessarily unique) map from the square (2.9.1) to the homotopy 
Cartesian square 
li,m (FQ) *- lim (BG’)^ 
I 
P 
I 
& (2.12.2) 
l$n (BG’)*& lim (BG’ x BG’)^ 
(where p: F@ -+ BG’ is the pull-back via 1 x @ of A’: BG’ + BG’ x BG’) whose map of upper left 
comers x: BH + lim (FQ)* induces isomorphisms 
x*: H’(l@(F@)^,A)SH’(BH,A) fori <N. 
Proof (2.12.2) is homotopy Cartesian because the Sullivan completion, lim ( )^, of a fibre 
triple with simple connected base is again a fibre triple. Therefore, the commutativity of (2.12.1) 
given in (i) plus the definition and commutativity of (2.9.1) imply the existence of a map of 
squares (2.9.1)+(2.12.2): 
l@-r + (BG’ BG’)* 
(BG(C!^ 
I 
li,m x 
(2.12.3) 
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By hypotheses (i) and (ii) together with a comparison of cohomological Serre spectral sequences 
for the two maps A and A’, we conclude that fib(A)+fib(A’) induces isomorphisms 
H’(fib(A’), A)7 H’(fib(A), A) for i <N. 
Since (2.12.2) is homotopy Cartesian, Theorem 2.9 then implies that 
H’(fib(p), A)7 H’(fib(cu), A) for i < N. 
Comparing cohomological Serre spectral sequences for the maps (Y and p, we conclude that 
x*: H’(l@(F@)^,A)sH’(BH,A) for i <N 
as required. 
Before providing the missing proofs of 9 1, we give the following unstable version of Theorem 
1.3. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let p < n and let q be a power of the prime p. Then there exists a map 
BGL, (F,) + lim (FpE4)A 
inducing isomorphisms 
x*: H*(li_m (L-f’“‘)‘, A)? H*(BGL,(F,), A) 
where ( )* denotes prime-to-p completion, where A is a finite abelian group of order prime to p, 
and where 9”’ : BGL, (C) + BGL, (C) is the unstable q-th Adams operation defined by Sullivan 
(cf. WI). 
Proof. Since GL,(F,) is the invariant group of (p“ : GL,,,, + GL,,k with k = Fp, it suffices by 
Theorem 2.12 to verify the commutativity of the square 
li,m (iriIGLn,JreJ ‘pq I@ ( ~~GLn,J~eJ 
(2.13.1) 
li,m (BGL,(C)) ~~li$BGL,,(C))^. 
As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, obstruction theory enables us to reduce the proof of the 
commutativity of (2.13.1) to checking that (2.13.1) induces a commutative square in Z/m 
cohomology for (m, p) = 1. As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, this may be reduced to the case 
n = 1 which is then proved using the commutativity of (2.11.2). 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 
Using the naturality of the square (2.9.1) (which is obtained from the square (2.7.1) and the 
map 0 of Proposition 2.8) we obtain a homotopy commutative square 
BG(F,) - l&n (lim (BG2,(C))3 
I IA 
lim (@ (BG2,(C))*) ----+ _ lim(lim (BG*,(C) X BG2,(C))^) _ 
n n 
By Proposition 2.11, the following diagram is homotopy commutative: 
(2.14.1) 
lim (lim (BG2, (C))J a + + lim (lip (BG,, (C) x BGz, (C)Y) &- li? (lim (BG2,(C))n) 
I (2.14.2) 
li,m (BG)* 
1 XIyG” 
’ lim (BG X BG)* c 
b lim (BG)* 
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As we saw in the proof of Theorem 1.7, F1Ir,” = (FVITG4)^ = li,m (FVGq)^. Therefore, (2.14.2) 
determines, as in the proof of Theorem 2.12, a map 
x4 : BG(F,) + F’PIr,“. (2.14.3) 
Moreover, x4 : BG(F,)+ FV,” as defined above restricts to a map x~“,~: BG2,(F,)+ Fq,’ as 
constructed in Theorem 2.12 with GZ (respectively, H; resp., G’) corresponding in our present 
situation to GZn,= (resp., G2,, (F,); resp., G). Consequently, Theorem 2.12 implies that 
x:: H*(F’P\Ir,“, A)s H*(BG(F,), A) 
for all finite abelian groups A of order prime to p, since 
H’(BG, A)q H’(BG2,(C), A) for i < 2n. 
We conclude this section by verifying the existence of a homotopy commutative diagram 
(1.8.2) required in the proof of Corollary 1.8. 
Existence of homotopy commutative diagram (1.8.2) 
By the naturality of the hyperbolic map H: GL, + G2,, and by the naturality of the homotopy 
commutative square (2.9.1), we obtain a homotopy commutative diagram consisting of a map of 
(2.14.1) for GL to (2.14.1) for G: 
(2.14.1)G, +(2.14.1),. (2.151) 
After carefully replacing the spaces of (2.151) by homotopy equivalent spaces and by carefully 
choosing representatives of the homotopy classes of the maps of (2.15.1), we may assume that 
(2.151) is a commutative diagram of topological spaces and continuous maps. The hyperbolic 
map moreover determines the following homotopy commutative diagram: 
FP, ; 1,” (BGL) 
(2.15.2) 
l&n (BGL)^ l lip (BGL x BGL)* 
We may assume that (2.15.2) is also a commutative diagram, whose inner and outer squares are 
Cartesian and whose vertical maps are fibrations. 
The naturality of the hyperbolic map provides a map between the lower left, lower right, and 
upper right parts of (2.15.1) to the corresponding parts of (2.15.2). Having ‘rigidified’ (2.5.1) and 
(2.15.2) as above, this map extends uniquely to a map of (2.5.1) to (2.15.2). In particular, we obtain 
the left hand square of (1.8.2). The right hand square is obtained similarly. 
63. RIGID ETALE HOMOTOPY THEORY FOR SIMPLICIAL SCHEMES 
In this section, we define the rigid etale homotopy type functor, ( )ret. We then provide the 
proofs missing in section 2 of Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.3, and Proposition 2.4. 
In providing a homotopy theory for simplicial schemes, we simplify the original etale 
homotopy theory for schemes in two ways. First, we consider only nerves of Cech coverings of a 
scheme rather than general hypercoverings. The resultant etale homotopy type one obtains is 
weak homotopy equivalent to the original homotopy type of Artin and Mazur [2] for all schemes 
we shall consider. Secondly, we rigidify the homotopy type functor in the sense that our resultant 
‘rigid etale homotopy type’ is a pro-object (i.e., inverse system) in the category of simplicial sets 
(rather than merely a pro-object in the homotopy category). This rigidity is useful in various 
contexts: to extend the homotopy type functor to simplicial schemes, to construct homotopy fibre 
products, and to perform other operations which are the pro-object generalizations of operations 
one performs in the category of spaces rather than in the homotopy category. 
A word about generality. The rigidity we introduce can be imposed on general hypercoverings 
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so that one can similarly rigidify the original etale homotopy type. On the other hand, if we were 
willing to restrict our attention to algebraic varieties of finite type over a field, then our definition 
would become less cumbersome. However, it is essential for our purposes to ‘lift’ algebraic 
varieties to schemes defined over discrete valuation rings. 
Let X be a scheme and let X be the set of geometric points of X. (To insure that X is a set, 
choose an algebraic losure k(x) for the residue field k(x) of each scheme theoretic point x of X 
and only consider geometric points of the form Spec k(x)+X). We introduce the category of 
rigid etale coverings of X, K(X), defined as follows: an object of RC(X) is an etale map 
where U, -+X is a connected etale open of x. A map 
( u= JJ u,+x * v= IJ v,+x xtx ) ( xtx 1 
consists of maps U, + V, over X sending x to itself. Such a map in RC(X) is said to be rigid. 
Since a map of connected etale schemes over X is determined by the image of any geometric 
point, there exists at most one map between any two objects of RC(X). We readily verify that 
RC(X) has products: the product of 11 U, +X and II V, +X is 
XfEX XEX 
where (U, x V,), is the connected component of U, x V, containing the distinguished geometric 
point x. Sirmlarly, RC(X) has fibre products. We ckclude that RC(X) is cofiltering. 
The locally noetherian hypothesis of the following definition is required to insure that the 
connected component functor 7~( ) is well defined. 
Definition 3.1. Let X be a locally noetherian scheme. The rigid (Cech) etale homotopy type of 
X 
Xret: RC(X) + (s . sets) 
is defined by sending U + X in RC(X) to the simplicial set n(Nx( U)), where Nx(U) is the Cech 
nerve of U + X 
uxu xu?&xu3J 
x x x 
and where 7~( ) is the connected component functor. 
Furthermore, if f: X+ Y is a map of locally noetherian schemes, then define 
f,,,: x,,, + Y,,, 
to be the map of pro-simplicial sets induced by the functor f*: RC( Y)+RC(X) sending 
Il V,+Y to Il (Vr,,,xX),+X where (Vrcx, 
,EY 
XX), is the (possibly empty) connected 
XEX 
component of Vfcx, x X cktaining x (after identifting k(f(x)) as a subfield of k(x)). 
The reader should observe that f,,,: X ret+ Y,,, is naturally given the structure of a pro-object 
in the category of maps of simplicial sets. 
If f: X + Y is a map of schemes, if U + X is an object of RC(X), and if V -+ Y is an object of 
RC(Y), then a map (Y: U -+ V of schemes is called rigid if (Y determines a map 
(U + X) +=f*( V + Y) in RC(X) (i.e., if (Y sends the distinguished geometric point x of U, to the 
distinguished geometric point f(x) of Vrcx, and covers the map f: X + Y). By uniqueness of maps 
in RC(X), there exists at most one such rigid map U + V. If g : Y -+ 2 is another map of schemes, 
if W+ 2 is an object of RC(Z), and if p: V + W is rigid, then p 0 (Y : U + W is also rigid. 
The hypotheses of the following proposition will be satisfied by all schemes we shall consider. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If X is a quasi-projective scheme over a noetherian ring, then there is a 
canonical weak homotopy equivalence 
X,* + x,,, 
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of pro -objects in the homotopy category SF’, where X,, in pro-X is the eta/e homotopy type of X as 
defined in [2]. 
Proof. We define 8: K(X)+ HR(X) by sending U + X to Nx( U), where HR(X) is the 
homotopy category of etale hypercoverings of X Since 
RC(X) --f+ HR (X) 
(s. sets) - X 
commutes, 0 determines a map X,, -+ X,,, in pro-X 
We observe that Xet+Xret induces an isomorphism in fundamental groups (pointed at any 
geometric point of X): for any etale hypercovering U.-+X, simplicial covering spaces 
IV. + r( U.) are in one-to-one correspondence with etale coverings X’ +X which become trivial 
on U, [2]. Consequently, we must verify that for any locally constant abelian sheaf A on X, 
H*(X,,,, A I+ H*GL, A I= H*W, A) 
is an isomorphism. Since the coverings of X in RC(X) are arbitrarily fine, H*(X,,, A) = 
k*(X, A). Therefore, for X satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition, the required 
isomorphism is a theorem of M. Artin[l]. 
We observe that Definition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 readily apply to pointed (i.e., geometrically 
pointed) schemes as well. If X is pointed, then X,, is a pro-object of pointed simplicial sets in a 
natural way. If f: X+ Y is a pointed map, then f,,, is a map of pointed pro-simplicial sets. 
Moreover, if X is pointed, the canonical map Xet+Xret is a map in pro-% (i.e., a map of 
pro-objects in the pointed homotopy category). 
We also observe that if X is of finite type over a field k, then one could replace the set of all 
geometric points X by the set X(k) of geometric points with values in a given algebraic losure 
k + ,6 and covering the structure map X+ Spec k. Define (X/k),,, to be the pro-object of 
simplicial sets obtained by applying the functor v(Nx( )) to coverings U = ll U, +X, with 
x EX(E) 
U, +X a connected etale open of x. As argued in Proposition 3.2, the canonical map induced by 
the inclusion X(k) + X, (X/k),,, -+ X,,,, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
We now proceed to generalize the rigid etale homotopy functor to simplicial schemes, first 
introducing the category RC(X.) of rigid etale coverings of the simplicial scheme X . An object 
U. +X. of RC(X.) is a map of simplicial schemes atisfying: 
(i) U, +X, is an object of RC(X,) for all n. 
(ii) di: U,, --, lJ_, and si: U,, + U n+, are rigid maps covering di: X, +X,_, and si: X,, +Xn+, 
respectively. 
A map (U. + X) --) (V. + X.) in RC(X.) consists of rigid maps U,, + V, over X,, for each n 
(this automatically determines a map U. + V. of simplicial schemes, ince rigidity insures that the 
maps U,, + V, commute with di and Sj. 
RC(X.) has a final object U.+X. defined by setting U,, = Ll X,,, the final object of 
x=x,, 
RC(X,,) . RC(X) has products and fibre products (constructed imensionwise). Moreover, 
RC(X.) has at most one map between any two objects, so that R&K) is cofiltering. 
If f: X + Y. is a map of simplicial schemes, then f induces a functor f*: RC( Y.) + RC(X.) 
defined dimensionwise as ft: RC( Y,) -+ RC(X,,). 
Definition 3.3. Let X, be a locally noetherian simplicial scheme (i.e., a simplicial object of 
locally noetherian schemes). The rigid (Cech) etale homotopy 
(X.),,,: RC(X.) + (bi-s . sets) 
is defined by sending U.-+X. to the bi-simplicial set 
~Nx..(U.)) = (n ++(Nx,(W) 
We denote by ( ),,t the associated functor on the category 
schemes. 
type of X., 
of locally noetherian simplicial 
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If X0 is pointed, then (X.),,, is naturally a pro-object of pointed bi-simplicial sets. 
The following lemma implies that (X.),,, is a simplicial object of (pro-s .sets) whose part in 
dimension is isomorphic to (X,),,,. A similar lemma, with a similar proof, can be found in [8]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X. be a simplicial scheme and let n be a non-negative integer. The functor 
p : RC(x.) + RC(X,) 
sending U.+X. to U, +X,, is cofinal. Thus, ((X.),,,), G(X,,)mt. 
Proof. Let V(n) be the cosimplicial set whose set of m-cofaces, V(n, m), consists of all 
non-decreasing maps from [0, . . . , n] to [0, . . . , m]. Let T.(Z) be the simplicial scheme defined by 
setting T,(Z) equal to ll Z and setting T.(Z)(t) equal to the map ll Z --, ll Z determined 
V(n.m) Vhm ) V(n.k) 
by t which is factorwise the identity, for any non-decreasing map t : [0, . . . , k] + [O, . . . , ml. Let 
(Y: X. + r.(X,) be given by defining cy, : X, +r,,, (X,,) = II Xn, where (Y, into the factor of 
Vhm 1 
T,(X,,) indexed by t is X.(t). 
If Z+X, is an object of RC(X,,), then r.(Z)+T.(X,,) is an object of RC(T.(X,)). For any 
Z-+X, E RC(X,), we define 
l(z+x,)= a*(r.(z)4yx,)) E RC(X.). 
One can readily verify that 5: RC(X,)-+ RC(X.) is right adjoint to p : RC(X.)+RC(X,). In 
particular, any Z+X, in RC(X,) is dominated by p(l(Z+X,,)), so that p is cofinal. 
If X. is a simplicial scheme, define X. @ A[ l] to be the simplicial scheme defined by setting 
(X.@A[l])” equal to Il X,; and by defining (X.@A[l]), 4(X.@A[ll)n for any t: [O,. . . , n]+ 
NII. 
[O, * * . , m] non-decreasing to be determined by t: A[l], + A[l]” and X(t): X,,, +X,. The two 
inclusions of vertices i,,, i,: AIO] -+ A[l] determine natural maps iO, i’: X +X. @ All]. We remind 
the reader that a simplicial homotopy between two maps f, g : X. + Y. of simplicial schemes is a 
map H:X.@A[l]+Y. such that HO&=f and HOi,=g. 
We thank David Cox for his assistance informulating and proving the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X. be a simplicial scheme and let p : X. @All] +X. be the natural 
projection. There exists a functor 
p*: RC(X.@A[l])+RC(X.) 
right adjoint to p *: RC(X.) + RC(X. @ A[l]). 
Proof. Let W.-+X. @A[11 be an object of RC(X. @A[l]). Define p*( W. *X. @All]) = 
U.+X. as follows. For any n, define 
U” = I-I sT(WL+,) 
“-_I IfI 
where sT(Wk+,) is the image under ST: RC(X,+I)+RC(X,) of the component W’,+, of W,+, 
above the unique copy of X,,,, in (X. 0 A[l]) “+, not in the image of si, and where the product is 
taken in RC(X,). 
We define di: U,, + U,-’ into the factor sT(W,,‘) by the projection of U, onto sT,( W’,‘,,) 
followed by the restriction of di,: Wi+,-+ W,,’ where si 0 di = di) 0 sir. (More precisely, 
di: sT(W!+‘)+sT(W,,‘) is the map induced by di, 0 sj,: sT,( Wit,)-+ W,,‘.) We define 4: U,-,+ U, 
into the factor sz( W”,,,) for j < k by the projection of U,-, onto sZ-,(W.~-‘) followed by the 
restriction of Sj : W,“-’ + Wk “+,; into the factor sT( Wh,,) by the projection onto sT( W,‘) followed 
by the restriction of Sit]: W,,’ + Wf,+‘; into the factor s$( W,“) for j > k by projection onto 
sX( W,“) followed by restriction of sj : W,” + W!‘,,,. 
Because the face and degeneracy maps are rigid, we conclude that U. is a simplicial scheme. 
As constructed, p*( W. + X. @ A[l]) is thus a well defined object of RC(X.). Our construction is 
clearly functorial. We omit the uninteresting verification that p* is right adjoint to p*. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let H: X. @ A[11 + Y. be a simplicial homotopy between maps f, g : X. + Y. of 
locally noetherian simplicial schemes. Then H induces a homotopy 
H,,,: (X.),, x All1 + (Y.)ret 
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between fret and get (i.e., a pro-object of simplicial homotopies between maps of simplicial objects 
of simplicial sets). 
Proof. The functor p * 0 H*: RC( Y.) + RC(X.) together with the natural maps p * 0 H*( V.) @ 
A[ l] + H*( V.)+ V. determine a map 
which can be re-indexed as a pro-object of pairs 
{a(Nx(U.)) x All]+ rr(V.)}. (3.6.1) 
Since f*(V.) = i80 H*(V.), the maps of (3.6.1) restricted to i,(X.) are determined by the maps 
f*(V.)+ V.. Thus, (3.6.1) restricts to f,,, above io((X.),,,) (and to g,,, above i,((X.),,)), thereby 
providing a homotopy between f,,, and g,,,. 
Corollary 3.6 enables us to verify that W(G),,, is contractible in the cases of interest to us. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a group scheme over a given scheme S. There exists a natural 
homotopy of simplicial schemes 
H: W{G}@A[l]+ W(G) 
between idw{c, and the composition W(G)-+ S. + W(G) induced by the structure map G + S and 
the identity of G, e: S -+ G (where S. is the trivial simplicial scheme with a copy of S in each 
dimension). 
lf S is the spectrum of a hensel local ring with algebraically closed residue field and if G is 
quasi-projective over S, then W(G),, is contractible. 
Proof. Define H, : Grntl @ A[ 11, + G x”f’ by mapping into the i-th factor of the target via pri 
if the i-th entry of (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1) in A[ 11, is a 0, via e 0 7~ 0 pri : G”“” + G -+ S + G if the i-th 
entry is a 1. So defined, H is a simplicial homotopy between idWfG) and W{G}+S.+ W(G). 
If S is the spectrum of a hensel local ring with separably algebraically closed residue field, 
then (S),,, is contractible because S itself is the smallest etale neighborhood of the residue field: 
namely, there exists a natural contraction of Ns( U) whenever S is the connected component of 
U associated to the geometric point at the residue field. Moreover, for such an S, (S.),,, is 
contractible: for sufficiently fine U. + S. in RC(S.), N,, (LA,) is contractible for all n. 
Applying Corollary 3.6, we conclude that there exists a homotopy H,,,: W(G),,, X A[l] -+ 
W(G),,, from id: W{G},,t-+ W(G),,, to a map factoring through (S.),,,. Thus, W(G),,, is 
contractible, as asserted. 
We recall that an algebraic group G over a field k is a reduced, irreducible group scheme over 
Spec k. 
If G is an algebraic group and H C G is a closed algebraic subgroup (in particular, H is 
assumed to be ireducible and reduced), then the quotient G -+ G/H exists and is well behaved. 
For example, G + G/H is locally for the etale topology a product projection [21]. As in Definition 
2.1, we may define a map of simplicial schemes W(G)+ W{G}/H, where W{G}/H is obtained 
from W(G) by ‘dividing out by the diagonal action of H’: (W{G}/H), = G”“/H; face and 
degeneracy maps are induced by those of W(G). 
Having now fully defined the space ( W{G}/H),,t occuring in the statement of Proposition 2.4, 
we now proceed to prove that proposition. 
Proof of Proposition 2.4 
Because the finite algebraic subgroup H has the scheme theoretic structure of a disjoint union 
of copies of Spec k, we conclude as for S,,, in Proposition 3.7 that W{H},,t+ W’(H),,, is fibre 
homotopy equivalent to the standard simplicial model for the universal principal H-bundle over 
BH. 
We consider the commutative square of simplicial schemes 
W(H)--+ W(G) 
I I 
W(H) - W{G}IH 
(2.4.1) 
Since W(H),,, and W(G),,, are contractible, it suffices to prove that (2.4.1) induces a homotopy 
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equivalence on homotopy theoretic fibres. If V. + W{G}/H in RC(W{G}IH) factors through 
W(G)+ W{G}/H, then H acts freely on P(&&V. X W(G))) with quotient 
WCGVH 
~T(N~~~&V.)). Therefore, W(H),,, + W(G),,, is represented by an inverse system of pairs of 
simplicial sets with free H actions whose quotient is I@!I}ret + ( W{G}/H),,,; inparticular, (2.4.1) 
induces a homotopy equivalence of homotopy theoretic fibres. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2, we verify the following property for &: (W{G}/H), = 
GX”+‘/H+( W{G}/K), = GY”+‘/K, where H C K are closed algebraic subgroups of the 
connected algebraic group G defined over the algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. 
(2.2.1). For any finite abelian group A of order prime to p and for any integer i, i.) R’&,*A is a 
locally constant sheaf on (W{G}/K),; and (ii) all residue maps (Ri&*A), + 
H’(( WIGIIH), x z, A) are isomorphisms, where R’( )*A and H’( , A) are etale 
(WIGIlK). 
cohomology derived functors. 
To prove (2.2.1) we use once again the fact that G”“” -+ GX”+‘/K admits a section locally on 
G Xn+‘/K for the etale topology. In other words, there exists an etale surjective map Z + GX”+‘/K 
such that the pull-back G”“” x 
CX”+lIK 
Z -+ Z splits as the projection pr,: K x Z + Z. The pull-back 
of &,:G Xn+‘/H+G”“+‘/R by Z+GX”+’ /K also splits as a projection pr,: K/H x Z+Z. 
Therefore, it suffices to verify (2.2.1) for pr2: K/H X Z+Z rather than for &. Since 
G X”+l ,Xz,,,Z = K x Z is the pull-back of GXn+’ by the etale map Z+ GXn+‘/K, K x Z is 
smooth. Therefore, Z is also smooth. By the smooth base change theorem for the smooth 
structure map 7~: Z + Spec k, R’prz.A 7 r*(H’(K/H, A)) is constant. In particular, all residue 
maps (R’pr,.A), + H’(K/H, A) are isomorphisms. Thus, (2.2.1) is valid for pr2: K/H x Z+ Z, 
and hence for i;l. 
Using (2.2.1) we easily conclude that the map [: W{G}/H+ W{G}/K of Theorem 2.2 
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.8 below for any finite abelian group A of order relatively 
prime to char(k). Since the geometric fibre of i over the geometric point e: Spec k + G + G/K = 
(W{G}IK)o is K/H, 
( W{GIIH)o 
(W&J0 e = K’Hy 
Theorem 2.2 is an immediate corollary of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let f: X. + Y. be a map of normal, noetherian pointed simplicial schemes 
satisfying the following conditions for some finite abelian group A of order relatively prime to the 
residue characteristics of Y. : 
(i) For all s, n 20, RSf,*A is locally constant on Y, and all residue maps (R”f,*A), 7 
H”(X, x z, A) are isomorphisms. 
Y” 
(ii) For all n, k with 0 s k 5 n, the following square is Cartesian 
x, r, Y, 
1% 1% (3.8.1) 
X”_, A Y”_, 
Let fib(fret) denote the homotopy theoretic fibre of Ifret\: j(X.),,,l+I(Y.),,,l. Then there exists a 
natural map (independent of A) 
inducing isomorphisms 
H*(fib(f& A) 7 H*((X, ;I Y L, A 1 
Proof. Let {f’: S.’ + Z’.‘}ier denote the pro-object of pairs of pointed simplicial spaces 
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obtained by geometrically realizing the maps of f,,, = {~T(N~.( U ))-+ P(%.( V.))} with respect o 
the ‘nerve’ index. Let {Ei + R.’ + T.‘}ie, be the pro-object of triples of simplicial spaces 
constructed by setting F,,’ + R,’ -+ T,’ equal to the mapping path space fibre triple of the pointed 
map fai: Sni --) T,‘. By Lemma 3.4, {F,i}iEI = fib(f,),,J. 
Let (X,), be the geometric fibre of f,: X,, + Y, (above the distinguished geometric point of 
Y,,). There exist canonical maps 
((X, ), )ret + fib((f, )J = IF:] 
which induce isomorphisms ( ince X,, is noetherian and normal) 
H*(hb(f, )ret), A ) s H*(((X, ), ),,,, A) (3.8.2) 
by hypothesis (i), according to Theorem 4.5 of [lo]. Since the squares (3.8.1) are Cartesian, the 
naturality of (3.8.2) implies that 
{d,: F,‘+FL} 
induces isomorphisms for all k, n with 0 I k 5 n : 
d2: H*({Fi,_,}, A)+H*({F,‘}, A). (3.8.3) 
Since IF.‘1 = fib(]g.‘() cf. [16]), {IF.‘]} = fib(f,,,). By (3.8.3) H*({(F.‘I}, A) = H*({Fo’}, A) so that by 
(3.8.2) 
H*(fib(f,,J, A 17 H*Wo),)ret, A 1 
as required. 
We conclude this section with a proof of Corollary 2.3, the last remaining missing proof for 
section 2. 
Proof of Corollary 2.3 
We first verify the following: If X and Y are smooth varieties over an algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic p, then the canonical map (X x Y),,,-+(X,,,)^X (YJ is a weak 
homotopy equivalence. Namely, the smooth base change theorem implies that the projection 
pr2: X x Y -+ Y satisfies the conditions that R ‘pr+H is constant and that (R ‘pr,*H), 1 H’(X, H) 
for any finite group H of order prime to p. This easily implies the exactness of 
l+%-,(X)^-+rr,(XX Y)^-+n,(Y)^+l. 
(If a prime-to-p Galois covering 2 + X x Y with group H restricts to the trivial covering on X, 
then 2 +X x Y determines the trivial element of H”( Y, R ‘pr2*H), thus comes as an element of 
H’(Xx Y, H) from H’(Y, H). Therefore, ~T,(X)^ + n,(X x Y)^ has image the kernel of 
QT,(X x Y)^-+ n,(Y)*). Similarly, for any finite abelian group A of order prime to p, and galois 
coverings X’ -+X and Y’ -+ Y, R*pr,*A is constant and (R”pn.A),S H”(X’, A) where 
pr,: X’ x Y’ -+ Y’ is the projection. By comparing the Leray and Serre spectral sequences for 
(pr&: (X’ x Y’),er-+ Y:,, and the Serre spectral sequence for pr,: (Xc,,) X (YU^+(Yi,,)^ for 
cohomology with constant coefficient group A of order prime to p, we conclude that 
((X x Y)J+ (XJ x (YJ induces isomorphisms in 7~~ and in cohomology with coefficients in 
any r,(X x Y)^ module of order prime to p, and thereby is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Since lim ( ) in the homotopy category of spaces with finite homotopy groups commutes with 
products, the group structure on G determines an H-space structure on lim (G,J (using the fact 
that lim ((G x G),,,)^+ lim (GJ X lim (GJ is a homotopy equivalence from above). If we 
represent (GJ as the inverse system {Z}ier of spaces with finite homotopy groups, we 
conclude that {Zi}iE1 is ‘pro-simple’ in the following sense: for every i E I, there exists j+i 
such that the image of Pl(Zj) in rl(Zi) acts trivially on the image of r,, (Zj) in r”(Z). Likewise, 
R(W{G},,,) = fib(lret) is pro-simple, where l: W{G}-+ W(G). 
By Theorem 2.2 with H = Speck = e and with K = G, i: G,,,-+R(@‘{G},,J induces 
isomorphisms incohomology with coefficients A which are finite abelian groups of order prime to 
p. Since (GJ and a( ~{G},,,)^ are pro-simple, we conclude that i: (G,,,)*+ (fi(~{G},J)^ is a 
weak homotopy equivalence. Finally, since G is connected, I?‘{G},,, is simply connected: 
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@{G}ret can be represented as an inverse system of bi-simplicial sets {n H NwcG1, ( Un)} each of 
which is contractible in dimension 0 and connected in dimension 1. Therefore, 
(a( w{GLt))^ = fib&J + fib(f;,,^) = sZ(( ~‘(GIreJ3 
is a weak equivalence as well. 
84.THE VANISHING OF MOD p COHOMOLOGY 
The purpose of this section is to give a proof, told to us by D. Quillen, of the vanishing of the 
Z/pZ cohomology of the discrete groups GL(F,) = ll,m GL?, (F,) = l&u SG2, (F,), Sp (F,) = 
l@ Spz,(F,), and U(F,) = l&n U,,(F,) where q is a power of the prime p. 
The following proposition is the key step in proving the vanishing of ZlpZ cohomology. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let V be a F, vector space and let A in Fz act by multiplication, where A”” 
generates Fz and b divides p - 1. Then 
A,: H”(v,z/pz~~H”~v,z/Pz) 
has no invariants for 0 < n < d.(p - 1)/b, where q = p *. 
Proof. We recall that the Z/pZ homology of the Z/p Z vector space V is given by 
H*(V, .uPZ) = vu1 0 sn21 
where V[ll is the exterior algebra of V in dimension 1as a Z/pZ vector space and SV[2] is the 
symmetric algebra of V in dimension 2 as a Z/pZ vector space. If A *: I$,( V, Z/pZ)+ 
H,( V, Z/pZ) has a fixed point, then 
A.:H.(V=~=F,ZIpL)=H,(V,ZIpZ) @ F+H,(V,Z/pZ) 0 FI-H.W$~~WP~ 
Z/P2 z/pz 
must have 1 as an eigen-value. 
Now, the action of A on V @ F = @F is by multiplication of each summand by a power of A 
2lP.z 
of the form p”, with 0 % a 5 d - 1. Consequently, A * on h’(V @ F)@S’(V @ F) has 
eigenvalues AeO(A”)‘l . . . (Apd-‘)ed-l with *i’ e, = i + j. If A, on H,,('G'@ F, L/p~~~ @ 
a=0 Z/P2 t+*j=n 
AiV 0 S’V has eigenvalue 1, then there must be a relation 
d-l d--l 
2 w “=O(ordA);e,~O;O~~ e,ccn. a=0 a=cl (4.1.1) 
It is only a matter of combinatorics to check that any n satisfying (4.1.1) satisfies 
d-l 
n B d . (p - 1)/b as asserted. Namely, if (4.1.1) is chosen so that 2 e, is minimal, then each 
a=0 
d-l 
e, < p. Hence, X e,p a must be the truncated p -adic expansion for ord(A) = 9; namely, 
a=0 
d-l d--l 
Z e,p" =q= *i'qp“. Therefore *i' q= d ~~~~~~ e, 5 n. 
a=cl a=0 o=o 
To prove a vanishing result for H*(S02,(F,),ZlpZ), H*(Sp,,(F,),Z/pZ), and 
H*(U,,(F,),ZlpZ), we employ Proposition 4.1 together with the vanishing result for 
H*(GL,(F,), Z/pZ) proved in [191. For completeness, we sketch a much simpler proof of this 
result using Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. H’(GL,(F,), ZlpZ) = 0 for 0 < i < d(p - 1) and all n > 0, where q = pd. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the vanishing of Z/pZ cohomology of B,(F,) C GL,(F,), the 
subgroup of upper triangular matrices. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, 
B,(F,) = GL,(F,) = F?j is a group of order prime to p, so that H’(B#,), Z/pZ) = 0 i > 0. For 
n > 1, we consider the short exact sequence. 
~~R,(F,)~B,(F,)~B~--I(IF~)--)~ (4.2.1) 
where R,(F4) is the ‘upper ow’ subgroup of B,(F9). R,(F4) is the semidirect product of Fz and 
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F @"-I = V, where the action of Fz on V is by multiplication. Since H’(R,(F,),Z/pZ) = 
$‘(F$ H’( V, Z/pi?)), Proposition 4.1 implies that H’(R, (F4), ZlpZ) = 0 for 0 < i < d. (p - 1). 
The vanishing of Hi(B,(F4), Z/pZ) for 0 < i < d. (p - 1) follows by induction with the aid of the 
Hochschild-Serre spectra1 sequence for (4.2.1). 
The following lemma will enable us to conclude a generalization of Proposition 4.2 to 
SO,,(F,) for q odd, Sp2,,,(Fq), and lJ2,,,(Fg). We recall that B,(F,) denotes the subgroup of 
upper triangular matrices of GL,(F4). 
LEMMA 4.3. There exist short exact sequences 
13 R (SOz, (F, )) + A(SO,, (F, )) + B, (F,) + 1 for q odd (4.3.1) 
1+ R (Spzm F, 1) + A((Sp,, F, 1) “, Bm (F, I+ 1 (4.3.2) 
1 -+R(Uz,(F,))-+A(Uzm(FJ)~ B,(F,z)+ 1 (4.3.3) 
where R(S02,(F,)) (respectively, R(Spz,(F,)); resp. R(Uzm(Fq))) is a F, (resp., F,; rw., Fq2) 
vector space on which A in B, (F,) (resp., B, (F,); resp., B, (Fqz)) acts by multiplication by A2 and 
where A(SOz, (F, 1) (resp., A(SPI, F,N; resp., 4 U2, F,)) is a maximal solvable algebraic 
subgroup of SO,,(F,) (resp., SPZ~(F~); rap. UZ,F,)). 
Proof. We identify U,, (F,) with the subgroup of GL2, (F,z) consisting of matrices M such 
that 
where MC“) is obtained from M by raising each entry to the q-th power. 
We define A(SO,,(F,)) for q odd (resp., A(Sp,,(F,)); resp., A(U,,(F,))) as those matrices 
preserving the standard maximal isotropic flag of F,@*” (resp., Fq@“‘; resp., Fq@*m). Then 
A(S&(F,)) (resp., A(Sp2,F,)); resp., A(U2,(F,N consists of matrices of the form 
(: (:&), where A is any matrix of B, (F,) (resp., B, (F,); resp., B,,, (F,z)), where A * = A ’ 
(resp., A * = A’; resp., A * = (A”‘)‘), and where B satisfies the condition B’ = -B (resp., 
B’ = B ; resp., B’ = -B(‘). We define the maps 7~ to be the ‘projections onto the upper left 
corner’. 
We observe that A(S02,(F,)) is a maximal solvable algebraic subgroup of SO,,(F,) since 
SOZt?& /A(SO,,,F.,) is the projective algebraic variety of maximal oriented orthogonal flags. Since 
the condition B’ = -B is linear, R(SO,, (F,)) is a F, vector space. The action of 
( 
A.I, 0 
o 
h _‘I, ) 
I, B 
On 0 I, ( > 
in R(SO,,(F,)) (by inner automorphism in SO,,(F,)) is easily computed to be 
multiplication of B by A 2. The verifications of the lemma for Spz, (F,) and Uzm (F,) differ only in 
notation. 
Lemma 4.3 together with Proposition 4.1 enable us to generalise Proposition 4.2. 
PROPOSTION 4.4. IYZ’(U~~(F~),Z/~Z) =0 for O< i < d(p - 1) and all m >O, where q = 
p”.H’(SOz,Q,),ZIpZ)=O for O<i<d[(p - 1)/21 and all m, where q = pd and where 
p f 2. H’(Sp2,,,(Fq), Z/pZ) = 0 for 0 < i < d[(p - 1)/2] and all m > 0, where q = pd. 
Proof. We give the proof for SOZ, (F,); the other two cases can be proved by the same proof 
with notational changes. 
Since A(SO,,(F,)) contains a p-Sylow subgroup of SOzm (F,), it suffices to prove that 
H’(A(S02,(F,), Z/pZ) = 0 for 0 < i < d[(p - 1)/2]. Using the map of Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequences in Z/pZ cohomology for the following map of short exact sequences 
I+ d(F:) + A(SO,,(F,)) + A(SO,,(F,))/~-‘(F:) + 1 
1 I 
9r 
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together with the vanishing of H’(B, (F,), Z/p Z) for 0 < i < d(p - 1) verified in Proposition 4.2, 
we conclude that it suffices to prove that H’(a-‘(Fz), ZlpZ) = 0 for 0 < i < d[(p - 1)/2]. Yet 
K’(F;) is the semi-direct product of R(SO,,(F,)) and F$, where A acts on R(SOz,(F,)) by 
multiplication by A 2. Hence, H’(a-‘(Fz), Z/pZ) = HO(F!& H’(R(SO,,(F,)), ZlpZ)) = 0 for 
0 < i < d[(p - 1)/2] by Proposition 4.1, since Fz is cyclic with generator ho whose square ho2 has 
order (q - 1)/2 if q is odd and order q - 1 if q is even. 
Quillen derives the vanishing of Z/pZ cohomology of GL(F,) quickly from Proposition 4.2, 
essentially by observing that the vanishing of ZlpZ characteristic lasses in the range 
0 < i < d. (p - 1) . N for the standard representation of GL,(F,N) implies the vanishing of N 
times the stable Z/pZ characteristic classes for the standard representation of GL,(F,) in the 
same range. The same argument (taking N odd as well as prime to p in the symplectic ase) 
proves the stable vanishing theorem we require (cf. [19], Corollary 2 of Theorem 6). 
If q is even, we consider O,,(F,) C OZn+,(Fq) C 0zncZ(F4) where Ozn+,(Fq) C GLzncl(Fq) 
consists of matrices preserving the quadratic form x~x,+~ + ** . + x,x2, +x$,+,. Since Oz,+,(F,) is 
isomorphic to Sp2,,(Fq) for q even, the above discussion also provides the vanishing of ZlpZ 
cohomology of O(F,) in the case p = 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
THEOREM 1.4. (D. Quillen) H’(GL(F,),Z/pZ) = H’(SO(F,),Z/pZ) = I$‘(@@,), ZlpZ) = 
H’(U(F,), ZIpZ)=O for i >O and q a power ofp. 
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